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About This Game

With innovative technologies such as fly-by-wire controls, sophisticated systems for night and all-weather operations and the
ability to carry a variety of weapons, the F-16 continually proves to be the workhorse of the USAF. Victorious in all of its air-to-

air engagements, the awesome reputation of the F-16 is undisputed.
Features

Authentic Lockheed Martin approved flight model and avionics

Flight tested by Lockheed Martin F-16 Chief Test Pilot, John Fergione

Get airborne and begin combat in minutes

Fast 3Dfx™ support, up to 1024 x 768 with Voodoo2™ [Incredible with SLI]

Fully interactive 3D virtual cockpit accurately reflects the F-16's current conditions and can be viewed at any time

40 single player missions plus 12 multiplayer missions - 6 deathmatch and 6 A.W. (Air War) cooperative missions

Mission design tool to create your own scenarios and share them with friends

Use F-16's LANTIRN for night vision and precision bombings
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6 degrees of freedom graphics system for unrestricted views of the action

FREE Large-scale Internet play via NovaWorld — go head-to-head with over 120 F-16 Multirole Fighters, MiG-29
Fulcrums and F-22 Raptors in one arena
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Title: F-16 Multirole Fighter
Genre: Simulation
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NovaLogic
Publisher:
NovaLogic, THQ Nordic
Release Date: 6 Oct, 1998
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Fun game, little frustrating when you're grinding to beat a level but satisfying after. i desperately needed an old school first
person shooter and goverscript scratched the itch. Its inherently fun and satisfying to shoot enemies exactly like all old FPS are.

its not perfect, but most of its flaws relate to it being a small project, It needs more enemies, more guns, more sound effects and
perhaps most of all it needs more wall textures

but those are easy things to fix and it leaves lots of room for goverscript 2. This by far would have to be one of the most
immersive experiences I have had in VR. The aim of this game is to use the various ingredients at your disposal to brew magical
potions. Each potion will give you a power you can unleash with the controller. The talking skull was a great touch. I just wish
there was more to do in this game. For a free download there is absolutley no reason you should not.. Great idea and great game.
Very interesting and engaging piece of software. Easily a must have for all Vive owners.. Another Day, Another Space Shoot
'Em Up.

This time it's 'Tiamat X', which let's you destroy hordes of space ships, robots, asteroids and weird dog robots that shoot
missiles.

The gameplay is as standard as can be, there's absolutely nothing that stands out in this game compared to all the other shooters.
The game is difficult, the controlls are OK and there's an option to turn on 'auto shoot' but the enemies are harder if you use that
option.

The graphics are not pretty to say the least and you often can't see incoming bullets. Some of the enemy designs aren't that bad.

The sounds in-game are just regular space shooting sounds but the worst is probably the music, which sounds like it has a bitrate
of 128kpbs or less.

Overall, Tiamat X is probably one of the worst games in the genre. The only good thing about it is the price but even then it's
probably not worth it.
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Super Scary!. Not going to lie, I thought this was going to be some cheap looking deal, thought there's no way that art could look
any good in a Vive with the SDE. Well, I was wrong. There's some familiar pieces here, and plenty that were new to me. It
really is a VR Museum. They did a great job and it's worth your time to take at least a quick tour.. A really fun casual game.
Shame is a bit short but replayability is great.. Music is amazing and the gameplay is enjoyable.. Excellent old game , i bought
on original release and have played many times. Based on the original Blitzkrieg series, a real treat as you must look after your
army as replacements are not always at hand. The closer you get to your goal, the more desperate and stretched supplies become.
Loved the operation 'winterstorm' rescue mission for the 6th army. Trying to punch through the soviet defences to rescue
paulus' army with a patched together force was a challenge. Keep saving progress and enjoy this great 'blitzkrieg' title. No silly
'company of heroes' style unit building\/upgrading rubbish just fight with what your given. Classic
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